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The project outcome is Volvo CC(City Compact Car Concept), an autonomous sharing and subscription service 

provided by the residential community. 

During the design exploration, the tools varied from ideation sketches, rough package test, photoshop rendering, clay 

sketching, 3D modelling and experimental display graphic illustrations. This project has been strongly inspired by 

Scandinavian design and Volvo design principle. Also, the author expressed her vision for Volvo and materials thoughts 

for components and interior functions.

The project is a vision from the author for future autonomous vehicles in 2030, designed for Volvo. Volvo is one of 

the pioneering automotive companies for autonomous driving, concerning safety as a priority and taking sustainable 

responsibility for a better living condition. 

In the not too distant future, the author sees people’s perception of mobility will gradually change from traditional 

private ownership to the ability to move freely. What if a mobility service,  coming along with the district you chose 

to live in, satisfies individual usage needs vary with daily commuting to outdoor trips or moving plans? This type of 

mobility solution will be ubiquitous, changing the nature of the way people choose to live and move.

00 ABSTRACT6
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01 Introduction

The author’s own experience inspires this degree project. As an 

international student, the author started a new life in a country far away 

from home. During the past year, for internships, she has been through 

the situation of moving and packing five times. The most frequent 

question she got is, “How do you feel when you need to move so far and 

so often?”Even though the author has kept all her belongings as compact 

and essential as possible, fitting in only two 23 inches suitcases, moving 

to a new place is still distressing.

Taking a life change is exciting while the problems to face are severe. For 

instance, how to find a living place in a decent location with adequate 

facilities, or how to access transportation methods for who doesn’t 

own a car. The author has been taking public transportations over the 

years. After all the experiences, she would love to have the possibility to 

transport unrestrictedly and conveniently wherever she settled 

temporarily. 

When the author looks back, all the changes and opportunities 

she has taken influenced her personal development and 

perspectives. This world is rapidly changing because of new 

technologies. It is vital for individuals to find their perceptions 

of life meanings. As a transportation design student who is 

going to be a designer, creating a future supportive mobility 

scenario to encourage people looking for a happy life is an 

appealing challenge.

Image5> Calendar for moving during last two and half years



New Life Attitude

Compare to the past, the young generation refuses to live in a conventional way. They embrace happiness and individuality. Alongside the journey 

from adolescence to adulthood, they value healthy and active lifestyles. Self-exploration is their way to find themselves and accumulate different 

life experience. For those people, what’s more important is the freedom to move and explore. The life journey is about trying out a variety of 

roles while learning useful skills along the way. (BIALIK AND FRY, 2019)

> Image1> Young Generation

Image2> Passion For Life10



01 Introduction

“Finding yourself that’s not really how it works. You are not a $10 bill and last winter 
coat pocket. Your true self is right there, buried under cultural conditioning, other 
people’s opinions, and inaccurate conclusions you drew as a kid it became your beliefs 
about who you are.”

 
----Emily McDowell

>

Self-Exploration

It is in human nature to endlessly seek for meaning 

in life. The phenomenon can be retrospected to 

Christopher Columbus’  Discovery of the New 

Continent. Transportation methods reduced 

the distance between countries and cities, 

leading to globalization and creating a lot of 

life-changing opportunities. However, possible 

negative impacts might be the environment 

pollution or psychological issues. (PsychAlive, 

2014) For instance, a shortened journey can 

save you a lot of time but it also increases 

homesickness in general, comparing to the past.  

 

With the city development and technology 

support, the world is within arms’ reach. As 

a design student with years’ studying and 

internship experience, the author strongly feels 

that transportation design is not only about 

‘delivery of human beings’,  the service and the 

encouraging impact it brings to life are what 

truly matters. 

Image1> Young Generation

Image3> Finding yourself

Image2> Passion For Life



For a degree project, Volvo, as a human-centric car brand, provides a perfect platform to 

explore new social responsibilities for the automotive industry. The main focus willl be on 

exterior design for autonomous mobility subscription suits in 2030  with the fulfillment for 

agileness, functionality, and durability.

The future role of cars might shift to the public from pure ownership like today, which creates a 

challenge and opportunity to discuss new volume and proportion for Volvo in the future scenario. 

How to define a compact vehicle segment  for Volvo, defining different safety, privacy and 

premium will be the most challenging and interesting part for the author.

Image4> Suitable Mobility Solution

12



01 Introduction
“Planning for the future, proud of the past.”
----Jamie Davidson, Bridge of Weir’s Sales Director>



Wishes 

It is the wish of the author to keep questioning and provoking about design, as well as being curious about 

new methods and technologies for smart solutions.  Also, she wants to think more about functionality and 

reality, rather than ending up with a “good looking box” design. A physical scale model with refined details 

and interior configuration will be shown during degree show, to create a future inspiring scenario for the 

automotive industry. As a lot of knowledge and experience awaits on the way, it is important for the author 

to be never afraid of failures and be brave under stresses.

Goals

The goal of this thesis will be focusing on the exterior design for a compact shared autonomous vehicle 

in 2030, especially the young generations who are seeking life opportunities as they go around the 

world. The author is aiming at learning essential car design elements during the process and developing 

her practical thinking. It is also an exploration for the new future value of premium and safety in small 

segments, especially for Volvo. Respecting research result and designing around reasonable scenarios will 

be the most valuable and challenging part. During this project, the author will go through the automotive 

design process to refine and improve the final result. It is worthy to mention that clay will be used as the 

main tool for proportion and volume explorations. And lastly, presenting a final design in the form of a 

quarter scale physical model.

Goals&Wishes

14



Image5> Thesis wishes and me
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02PROCESS

This chapter includes the research and the design process. In the research part, the author will briefly introduce 

the young generation’s lifestyle and moving behavior, as well as a new chapter of the future automotive industry: 

subscription vehicles. The research will be rounded off with the introduction of collaboration brand Volvo and the 

author’s thoughts for future premium in brand strategy. In the design process part, the author will lead through 

the whole process from package decision to ideations, sketches, theme selection, development in clay and digital 

data, details refinements.

16
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2.1Research

>
Image6>Generation Grow Up With Technologies

Simple Lifestyle 

ession with objects. For 

ools. This lifestyle helps people to be happier by 

Other than that, a simpler life will also create a friendlier 

)

A research done by Pew Research Centre shows the 

youngest Millennials’ different behaviors, including education, 

employment, income, and family. Compared with the elder 

generation, they are better educated and brought various and 

radical diversity to society. According to the study, they prefer 

to live their life simpler for more explorations.

In general, the young generation grows up surrounded by 

technologies and social medium, and they have a unique 

mindset about what they want for life. Most likely, they would 

like to spend more money for life experiences rather than 

excessive things. 

Image7>Simple Lifesty

A simple lifestyle is getting rid of unnecessary things. It means living without an obs 

instance, having a simple closet, packing lightly or using simple t 

finding freedom from fear, worry, guilt, and depression. 

gesture to the environment. (Weinswig ,2018)

“This is a generation that is 
bigger than the boomers in 
population, but their 
wallets are smaller, and 
they are more into the style 
of life than the stuff of life. ” 
----Robin Lewis
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Image7>Simple Lifesty

A simple lifestyle is getting rid of unnecessary things. It means living without an obsession with objects. For 

instance, having a simple closet, packing lightly or using simple tools. This lifestyle helps people to be happier by 

finding freedom from fear, worry, guilt, and depression. Other than that, a simpler life will also create a friendlier 

gesture to the environment. (

Image8>Moving Out

Young people move for various reasons, including study, work or a more 

convenient location. Interestingly, relocating because of jobs is not necessarily 

the main reason. The young generation focuses more than just the salary. 

Differing from the bad reputation as the ‘Me Generation’, being selfish and only 

caring about themselves, young generation cherish the chance to stay close 

with friends and family.  Also, they want to have their own free time and work 

in creative areas. (Godfrey, 2016)

As a generation embracing freedom and individuality, they treat changes as new 

experiences. At the same time, by taking life challenges, they also rediscover 

themselves and spend time wisely on themselves.

“This is a generation that is bigger than the boomers in 
population, but their wallets are smaller, and they are 
more into the style of life than the stuff of life. ”
----Robin Lewis

> Generation On the Move



>

Image9>Kei Car Regulations 

Image10>Mitsubishi i-MiEV

Kei-Car

Kei-car is well-known in Japan as a super small vehicle for Japanese crowded streets 

and small parking spaces. It is designed for commuting, efficiency and saving space. 

The Kei cars are mainly produced by the major Japanese car manufacturers, with 

high technology based on users’ needs. (Louie 2014) In the author’s opinion, cars in 

this size have more than enough actual space for daily use.

20



02 Process

Image12>Care By Volvo-Cars Subscriotion App

Image11>Crowded City

In the most traditional way, people see cars as private properties 

for individual transportation. The customers will choose the car 

that meets their needs. With more and more people postponing 

decisions to settle down in one place or start a family, small 

size vehicles have the strengths to become the new preference 

for the young generation. (Singh, 2018)  

Vehicle subscription business model is more cost-effective than 

Nowadays, from mobile phone packages to even socks, literally, 

people are subscribing for everything. In the author’s opinion, 

it’s a great opportunity for the automotive industry to develop 

its tailored subscription service. (Carman, 2019) traditional 

car rentals or purchases. For the people who want simple, 

economical and temporary mobility, especially the young 

generation who are still on their way of seeking life purposes. 

Vehicle Subcription
The world is becoming crowded and increasingly urbanized. It is a big 

challenge for navigation in large vehicles. With so many urban residents 

to consider, mobility as a fundamental of urbanization will be expected 

to be passable and safe for all the road users. With car sharing becoming 

more and more relevant, owning a car is not as necessary as it is before. 

Urbanization



HUMAN/CENTRIC BRAND

Volvo cars is one of the most respected and recognizable automotive 

brands in the world. Their main focus is on innovation and safety 

technology, which is well-known around the whole industry. Volvo 

started automobiles business since 1927 in Sweden. As a human-

centric brand, Volvo always designs cars that put people first. To help 

people live a better and more meaningful life, they use technology 

as a tool to serve, entertain and support. (Lambert, 2018)

Collaboration Brand/Volvo Cars Group

SUSTAINABILITY

Volvo is taking environmental care as one of their core values. They 

are constantly finding sustainable solutions to reduce environmental 

impact. To support the UN Environment’s Clean Seas campaign, 

Volvo creates a special version for XC60. More than one hundred 

and seventy parts of this model are replaced by recycled materials. 

This brand shows its approach to future use of recycled plastic. They 

highly believe that every decision will affect the world and human’s 

life. 

Image13>Volvo-Life-encouraging Brand

Image14>Volvo-Sustainable Responsibility Image15>UN Goal 11
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Volvo Autonomous Vision

Volvo 360c Concept is an autonomous shared vehicle, addressing 

the communicate challenge with other road users. Instead of using 

digital display as main method, it uses all combinations of sounds, 

colours, movements and visuals. This Concept shows Volvo’s 

ambition and vision for the future. It is autonomous, 

connected and electric. (Volvo PR, 2018)

Image16> Volvo 360c Concept

02 Process

>

“Volvo Cars is becoming more than just a car 
company. The car industry is changing rap-
idly, and an agile Volvo Cars has the possi-
bility to take advantage of opportunities in 
areas like electrification, new mobility con-
cepts and autonomous driving.”

-- Volvo president and CEO, Håkan Samuels-
son.

Image15>UN Goal 11



Freemium, a combination of the words ¨free¨ 

and ¨premium¨, is a pricing business model that 

allows a user to receive basic service for free but 

requires them to pay for more premium service. 

For instance, computer software which offers 

basic use of the program, but requires a fee for 

advanced functions and features. Another example 

is a free trial premium experience for a month on 

Spotify, but charge users fees for the later months. 

Volvo, as a recognizable premium brand, uses 

the best possible materials in an authentic way 

to create products perfectly. The way to premium 

experience is usually present in the form of the 

Freemium-A way of Premium

Image19>Volvo Bowers&Wilkins Audio System Image18>On-line Premium

Image17> Volvo Mobility Brand

> Volvo Mobility is a new brand that Volvo Cars Group revealed to provide on-

demand access to cars, encouraging car users to have a different view of 

shared mobility and subscriptions. The core value for Volvo Mobility is the 

willingness to help people move freely, meaningfully and sustainably. This is 

also Volvo’s effort for a more eco-friendly and economic automobile 

future.(Volvo PR, 2018)

Volvo Mobility

luxury segment. How autonomous shared mobility in small size can still 

be premium is a new topic for an agile mobility future as well.

(HUMPHRIES, 2018) One of the authors’ solution is a mobility 

service with functions such as package picking up or moving service, 

online privilege like Spotify or YouTube, and the finest hardware system 

in the car.

24



02 Process

Image19>Volvo Bowers&Wilkins Audio System 

Image20>Autonomous Concepts(From small to luxury segment)

Autonomous Concept Segment& Aesthetics

Renault-EZ-Ultimo_Concept

Renault-EZ-GO_Concept

NIO-EVE-Concept

Citroen-Ami_One_Concept

Smart-Vision_EQ_ForTwo_Concept

Volvo-360c_Concept

Looking through autonomous vehicle concepts presented by mainstream automotive manufactures, there 

are two main directions. One is experience-oriented shared luxury segment vehicle, and the other one is the 

style-oriented compact car for two passengers. In terms of design language and practicability, the author 

thinks there is still a lot to explore as an automotive designer. How to find a way to present small size 

autonomous vehicle suiting in various use cases and bring the design language from cuteness to production 

level are the main challenges during this project. 

>



2.2Research Conclusion

There seems to be little doubt that the cities of tomorrow will not only be more densely 

populated and crowded than ever before in history, many thanks to the ever-present trend 

of urbanization. It seems increasingly likely that the urban infrastructure will feature high 

levels of autonomy and multiple levels of connectivity, between vehicles, structures, and 

humans. These things bring forth a new stage of opportunity for automotive design - 

especially in consideration to its original and primary, most essential role: enhancing mobility. 

As a member of the current young generation previously brought up in the introduction, the author 

can with certainty assert that a car is primarily seen as a method of (not completely) unrestricted 

mobility. Bypassing the impracticality and oftentimes cumbersome hassle of privately owning yet 

another excessive object seems key to a user group that is constantly on the move on a journey 

to enrich their lives. In the scenario pictured, a shared mobility platform of subscription-based 

vehicles - complete with maintenance, ease of cancellation and return policies make perfect sense. 

Volvo, the human-centric brand has historically always put the needs of all its different users first. 

Primarily through safety, but as the years have passed the perception has become much more 

holistic, and the care for its users expanded. The primary purpose of this project is facilitating the 

needs of a young and growing audience with a small but practical autonomous Volvo, allowing and 

encouraging a more nomadic urban lifestyle that is very likely to become a reality shortly.

26



02 Process

NO MORE!

Image21>Volvo Stuck in Narrow Road

>



Scenario1: As it shows in the right image, considering the maximum usage, 

in that case, it will be a moving out activity. The author simulates package 

dimensions by putting six biggest check-in luggage, according to SAS airline 

regulation, and two passengers together. More space is dedicated to luggage use. 

Scenario2: For daily urban use, taking conventional cars as a reference, in this case, 

the vehicle is capable of four passengers and basic storage room.

Since the main purpose of this project is to make the best use of space 

in a practical way, the author set up rough dimensions before starting 

the design process. Considering for different usage scenario, the 

author imagined the most and least needs for storage room scenarios.  

2.3Attributes and Package

Package Simulation

Image22>SAS Aireline Luggage Regulation
28



Interior Configuration
To achieve flexibility, the initial ideation sketch on the right 

side shows the author’s solution for interior configuration. 

There will be a movable cloth inside the vehicle to separate 

the room to have either more for storage or passengers. 

Specifically, In Scenario2, the cloth will change to rear seats.  

02 Process



2.3Attributes and Package

Final Package Dimension

30



02 Process



>

2.4 Inspiration

Design Influence-Volvo Brand

Image23>Volvo XC40
32



Design Language

Scandinavian Design
Modern and Simple Shape
Product Design Approach

>

02 Process

Image24>Inspirations



2.5 Ideation

Storage configuration

34



01

02 Process

The first loop of sketches is mainly exploring 

various structures for the exterior, creating 

different vision icons for the project.



02 > Trunk function ideas Different sketch explorations for rear trunk functions. Develop multiple solutions 

for extensional use, like attaching bikes or other outdoor equipment. 

36



Capacity Indication

02 Process

Smart idea for showing the interior capability 

from the outside: An indication bar which is 

attached to interior cloth will move together 

when space changes.



>03 Various directions for an exterior design showing interior 

movement. Aim for Simple and iconic design.

38



02 Process



04

Interior Sturctures
Combine interior configuration with the 

exterior. Try out multiple materials’ visual 

effects. Keep the form language clean but 

still emotional.

40



>

02 Process

Face Signature&Materials Effects Front signature exploration. New ideas for integration of Volvo identical 

ultimate hammer lamps.
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05

02 Process

The clean and modern design language for compact vehicles. 

Design a small segment from a different perspective. Take 

keeping a conventional greenhouse as a challenge to show 

the author’s vision of production cars.



>

2.5 Theme Selection

Key Sketches

3D Line Drawing in alias

44



3D Line Drawing in alias

>Practical Test

Wheels Rotation Test(30 degrees) Package Test: Pessangers*2
                          23 inches Suitcases*6

Package Test: Pessangers*4
                          

After theme selection, the author decided 

to continue working on a clay model for 

design development. Before that, it is 

very necessary to explore 3D line drawing 

in alias to have a rough perception for 

volume.

02 Process



> Clay Process

2.6Design Development >

The author developed the design in the form of clay in ten days 

with professional help. A lot of design adjustments happened 

in this process, including highlight checking.

01
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Clay Process

>

02 Process

Design Adjustment over Clay

Detail Design

01



>

02

Scanned Clay Data

48



Splited Version

Ideations

02 Process

Based on clay data, after splitting the mesh in different ways, 

the author made the final materials decision.

>



>

Digital Model(From Company Modeller)>03
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02 Process



01 >

Volvo Signature-Ultimate Hammer

2.7 Design Refinement

01
Since the main volume is simple and clean, experimenting with 

graphics and functions will help to build up the design. Volvo’s main 

identity front signature is the ultimate hammer shape lamp. The author 

innovatively combines graphic LED display and partial side camera 

function to form a reversed ¨T¨ shape.
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02 Process



02 Rear Lamp Volvo’s identity of rear design is well-known recognizable. How 

to carry over the heritage and add modern features? Instead 

of developing by bare hand sketches, the author experimented 

with paper model. The result is a two dimensions rear feature. 

54



Graphic Experiment in Illustrator>

02 Process

The final outcome is a combination of blade shape lamp and 

unique material treatment.



>

03 Wheel Design

The wheel design is proposed to 

be the second read of the entire 

design. Material separation 

mainly follows function spit lines 

on the body, presenting a simple 

design but full of contents.
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02 Process



>

04 Interior Configuration&Inner Structure

Side Mirror

This is a rough idea for interior configuration for the final physical model. The pattern on 

the right side is an initial idea for seat function.

Transparent material and light source.

05
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02 Process02 Process



03 RESULTS
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01 Introduction03 Results



>

Intergrated interior ambiance light in a graphical shape.
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03 Results

New ideas for integration of Volvo identical ultimate hammer lamps.
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03 Results03 Results03 Results



Enhance of harmonious design features.
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01 Introduction03 Results

Enhance of harmonious design features.



A combination of blade shape lamp and unique material treatments.
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01 Introduction03 Results03 Results



04 CONCLUSION
Volvo compact concept was inspired by the author’s 
experience as an international student who moved 
a lot of times due to study or work reasons. After 
one year of internship in Volvo exterior design 
team, the author got to know more in details about 
automobile production development. Different 
from all the other projects that the author has done 
during the study, the concept of the thesis project is 
quite straight forward: designing a compact shared 
an autonomous vehicle for the young generation. 
According to the author’s knowledge and experience, 
she knew challenges will be waiting on the way from 
the first sketch to the final outcome.

As a transportation designer, presenting something 
beautifully executed and carefully considered is 
always a top priority, especially in a company 
like Volvo that manufactures premium vehicles. 
However, in this project there was also an 
opportunity for personal expression -bringing 
up some important trends and issues close to the 
authors own heart. The housing market is a difficult 
space for young people today, and as cities grow ever 
more crowded it’s not showing any signs of changing 
any time soon. As a result more and more people are 
more or less constantly on the move. This can be seen 
as both a positive and a negative thing. Many people 
like to see life as an adventure, and are excited to 
constantly have new experiences lining up - while 
others only see the hassle of yet another relocation. 
No matter how it feels to a specific person, Volvo 
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is going to be there as a caring brand, facilitating this free 
lifestyle while simultaneously taking their responsibility for 
a more sustainable future. With the Compact Concept, the 
author wishes to bring attention to a likely future scenario 
through a relevant and thoughtfully designed car.

Looking back at the very beginning, the author asked herself to 
consider essential car design elements, such as door opening, 
feasibility, and inner structures. She listed all the factors need 
smart solutions and decided to develop the design through 
the typical automotive design process: from sketches to the 
clay model, to digital modelling, eventually end up with 
the hard physical model.  It’s common for a transportation 
design student to get obsessed with “cool sketches” with 
complex form language and rendering skills. The artistic style 
is becoming more popular and important than the honest 
design  itself, which is interestingly called “unicorn land” by 
one clay modeller the author knows. It is worth mentioning 
that she chose clay as the main tool to complete the ‘design 
puzzles’ and recognize ‘cool sketch lies’, which turns out to be 
a decisive factor for design development and execution. 

By the end of this project, the author is proud and satisfied. 
Besides sharpening design-related skills, she also became a 
stronger person and has better control under stress.

It was a glad experience to do a thesis project in collaboration 
with Volvo. Meeting with so many talented designers, clay 
modellers, digital modellers, and painters was so exciting and 
encouraging. Volvo’s attitude towards design is impressive. 
They will never compromise to end up with a poor solution. 

70



>

The designers and managers are always trying their best 
to provide good quality solutions. Whenever the 
author struggled too much or felt lost, the mentor 
had a quick reaction to help her make important 
decisions in time. In terms of that, during the whole 
process, even though it was still stressful and 
exhausting, but she still felt the confidence that all the 
things were under control.

 The main struggle along the process was 
digesting feedbacks from both school and company. On 
one hand, from the company’s perspective, they 
expect a thesis project to be more related to the 
industry and inspiring for the brand. On the other 
hand, the school wants a student to consider more 
for a better transportation future plan in various 
ways. Unfortunately, the author felt frustrated under 
different expectations. When the project is done, it 
becomes clear that both two requests are not 
contradictory but coordinated. In the end, the final 
result reached the highest level of design quality and 
details refinement within the author’s capability. Also, 
it is not only a ‘cool car’ project but also a project 
that conveys her thoughts for the future automotive 
world.

Other than design experience, what the author 
learned during the internship and thesis project is 
that it is important to balance life and work, as well as 
stress and productivity. As an immature young 
designer, especially under pressures, it is tough to stay 
healthy and productive to solve various unexpected 
issues. Over the process, the author feels 
incredibility stressful many times. After talking 
with other designers about confusions and concerns, 
she learned to accept herself and not let stress take 
control. Taking breaks when things remain stagnant is 
the most effective solution and life enjoyment should 
never be forgotten.

As a transportation design student, it is common to get lost and 
confused about what we should do and why. On the way of 
finding the answer, the author set responsibility-driven design 
as her principle. A designer should be responsible for their own 
choices and aware of the causes and influences.  For instance, 
specifically in this thesis project, instead of changing packages 
or functions to achieve a better styling, she chose to focus 
the problems she wanted to solve and proudly presented her 
aesthetic vision of design in the end. Smart and aesthetic 
solutions for either engineering or regulation issues reflect the 
capability of a designer. The author would like to make her own 
contribution to this hopefully in the near future.

In the end, the author is very proud of what she achieved in this 
intense project and how strong she turned out to be. In her future 
career, she will keep the spirit of learning all the time, the most 
important and inspiring thing she learned in UID.  Besides the 
willing to become a professional exterior designer, it is vital to 
enjoy life and understand accept limitations.

04 The END

Image25
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Appendix

TIME PLAN

BUDGET

Travel 3699kr
Accommodation 200kr
Poster Print 300kr
Model & Exhibition Sponsored by Volvo Cars Group

Total:4199kr
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